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About This Game

You can feel immersed in racing where speed is not as important as intelligence and skill. The 180 degree turns in this type of
races make the position taken is important and the possibility of displacing the opponent has an advantage. You can run at night

and with obstacle course.

Gamepad needed.

No need to explain, you’ve already lived in the movies this type of races in films like Ben-Hur, but now you will be the
protagonist. Enjoy it!
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Title: Rome Circus Maximus: Chariot Race VR
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Vicente Rosell Roig
Publisher:
Vicente Rosell Roig
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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rome circus maximus chariot race vr

It's very short experience, with an expected outcome. A seated experience - at such a degree that you "cannot" (should not)
move your head forward and backward. Not a real VR movie.. Old school stype RPG with some interesting atmospheric based
elements. Only complaint I had about the game is the slight amibuity in regards to the new abilities you can gain SPOILER IF
YOU WANT TO GO IN 100% BLIND (theyre sometimes really helpful outside of combat)

8.5\/10. will totally play again as another several classes. The most relaxing game among NEXT series.. Darrel and Xanthe do an
amazing job bringing life to the characters. Whoever directed this, great job!!! Got this on PS4 and again on Steam cause why
not I ain't got no VITA but my laptop is portable.. Wciągająca na maxa. The break system is rather clunky and feels hard to
break in single loco setting, otherwise the TRAXX series are one of the best european train that are currently serving multiple
central european countries. I rate this DLC 7 out of 10.

Ever since the new Inter City coach update, I approve of this, I'll rate it as 8 out of 10 for now, all outstanding issues are fixed.. I
got this for free and I don't feel justified in my purchase.
At the very least you could ensure that everything was spelled correctly, checking punctuation, etc. before selling this as another
Belarus game that will recieve bad reviews and be abandoned.. Love the music it is just so beautifull
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Putrefaction 1 was nice, small indie DOOM a like FPS game. Now we got Putrefaction 2, at least price become higher, but I get
it for 1.5 euro from promo (selling cards :P). Now this game looks like small, indie, SErious Sam clone. Not so well, but good
enouth for this price for getting good fun. There is not so many contet, weapons and enemies but its bloody and fun. We get also
voice acting that is sovering like Sam "Serious" Stone alike :). Not bad, but not perfect. I give this game 7/10 and playing more
to finish campaing.. 2d fighting game, melee is the best aspect.
easy to learn, hard to master. 75% wasn't quite enough off, bad laucher and a mouse required to use power ups..

But it's good to see a game like Wipeout about.. For the obsessive compulsive person, Twixel is a tough game to stop playing
once you've started. Trying to make it to 60 seconds without dying to get an achievement is really hard, but also really addicting.
You will die...a lot...but as soon as the level reloads, and you hear the music, you'll get amped to try again.. Awkward inventory
setup, no key rebinding. The mechanics are not inovative, basically a 2D minecraft.

The graphics are so low res. I understand its a style but it got too far, it feels like this game was created to run in a Apple Watch.

Overall I just didn't have fun.. Played with i5 6600K, GTX 1060, Thrustmaster T300RS wheel. Great performance. I bought
this game for $30 from a legitimate reseller and I think that's a fair price for the game.

It took a bit to warm up to this game. For anybody starting this game from the beginning here are my tips:

-Turn off the narrator and music immediately. Put on your own music, whatever gets you pumped to race.
-Grin and bear it through the first group of tracks. Much better, technical tracks unlock after the first campaign section. The
opening tracks are B-O-R-I-N-G
-Turn off the driving assists. The driving is much more satisfying with full control.

Now my review. I recommend this game overall. It's fun but there are some things I don't like.

Stuff that I like:

-Once you get past the first chunk of boring tracks the majority of the tracks are actually fairly challenging and fun.
-The AI is pretty fun. With all assists turned off they can be tough at times and they feel pretty lively. They'll bump you, they'll
occasionally screw up and slam into walls. They fight each other. It makes the games more random and feels more like playing
live people.
-Being a fan of rally games I like the time attack mode. You race a track as fast as possible and try to place on the leaderboard.
If this game has any longevity it will probably be in this mode, at least for me.
-The locations are varied and they're well rendered.
-The driving is fun. With the assists turned off it's challenging but not so grueling that you'll be spinning out everytime you
oversteer.

The things I don't like about the game:

-We'll let it slide that it didn't release with ultra wide support. They promise this is coming in future patch. But c'mon. It's 2018
and you release a racing game on PC without Ultrawide support? There's clearly a technical reason for this but I'm shocked. 
This is fixed now.
-The narrator and music are terrible. Just awful. The music sounds like the bad electonic tracks I made with acid pro in the early
2000s with loop packs I downloaded for free.
-The audio mix isn't very good. I play my own music in the background and I have to turn it down to about 15% to not
overpower the in game audio. This is with the game audio at 100%.
-This audio mixing, combined with visual cues makes it hard to pay attention while manually shifting. The red line engine rev
needs to be louder combined with a better marker that you're at the limit. It would be nice if the whole speedo lit up BRIGHT
BRIGHT red. Or an indicator near the top center of the screen.
-The multiplayer is DOA. Get this game to play singleplayer. If you expect MP you will be disappointed. This could be helped
by allowing dedicated servers but this will never happen. OR let us start an online game solo with bots and let players drop in.
Drop them right in the game in last place and let them finish the current race.
-Being put back at the main menu after doing a time attack instead of being able to see the leaderboard and restarting if the
same race and config if you want to try again.
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-The unlocks, especially the liveries, are completely underwhelming. I don't find myself at all excited to see a new livery
unlocked. At $50 MSRP it would have been great to have lots of customization options like a paint editor and unlockable
stickers. I like stuff like that.
-The masters all look like dudes that will try to sell high school kids beer and pot after each race and then invite themselves to
the party to creep out the girls. Also, there isn't even a token female master.

Now, that is certainly a laundry list of complaints and might make you think that it would earn this game a thumbs down but I'm
giving it a thumbs up because it CAN BE FUN and if the stuff above was fixed it would actually be pretty great.

At $30 I'm not mad about the game. Asking $50 for this game begs that it be compared to the mega budget AAA titles in the
racing genre like Horizons and Dirt and we'll throw PC2 in there since it has a really great rally cross mode and frankly this
game doesn't quite stack up.
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